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In this paper we present a generalization on the notion of image connectivity similar to that modeled by
second-generation connections. The connected operators based on this new type of connection make use
of image partitions aided by mask images to extract path-wise connected regions that were previously
treated as sets of singletons. This leads to a redistribution of image power which affects texture
descriptors. These operators ﬁnd applications in problems involving contraction-based connectivities,
and we show how they can be used to counter the over-segmentation problem of connected ﬁlters.
Despite restrictions which prevent extensions to gray-scale, we present a method for gray-scale spectral
analysis of biomedical images characterized by ﬁlamentous details. Using connected pattern spectra as
feature vectors to train a classiﬁer we show that the new operators outperform the existing contraction-
based ones and that the classiﬁcation performance competes with, and in some cases outperforms
methods based on the standard 4- or 8-connectivity. Finally, combining the two methods we enrich the
texture description and increase the overall classiﬁcation rate.
& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In image analysis it is often desirable to sort objects based on
their structural characteristics, typically expressed by means of
some attribute measure. The pattern spectrum [1] is a commonly
used method that features ordered attribute classes that keep
track of the amount of image detail or power (measured in
number of pixels, or sum of gray levels) that falls within their
range of attribute values.
Pattern spectra can be computed from granulometries [2–8]
which are ordered sets of morphological operators adhering to
some properties discussed later. The operators can either be
structural or connected ﬁlters, each allowing a limited range of
image details to pass. A recent comparison between the two ﬁlter
types favored granulometries based on connected ﬁlters [9]. The
method presented for computing pattern spectra, compared with
other existing methods was shown to be rotation invariant,
signiﬁcantly less sensitive to noise, to allow for multi-dimensional
spectra to be computed based on strict size and shape attributes,
and its computation time to be independent of the number of
scales or shape classes used.ll rights reserved.
s.Ouzounis@jrc.ec.europa.eu
inson).
anagement Unit, IPSC - Joint
E. Fermi 2749, I-21027 IspraConnected ﬁlters are shape preserving operators [4,10] which
work by removing or retaining connected image regions known as
connected components in their entirety, without edge distortion. If
ﬁltering is based on some component attribute they are referred to
as attribute or grain ﬁlters [2,4,5]. Such ﬁlters have been used
among other areas, in biomedical imaging for ﬁlament enhance-
ment and area/volume ﬁltering [11–13]. Connected operators rely
on some notion of image connectivity, commonly the 4 and 8
pixel adjacency relations [14]. With connectivity expressed in a
set-theoretic framework [3,15], several generalizations were
introduced which overcame topological constraints of earlier
formalisms. An example is the second-generation connectivity
[10,16–20] in which operators associated to it can access families
of sets that account for connected components that are not strictly
4 or 8 connected. Typically we refer to clusters or subregions of
connected components according to standard connectivity or for
combinations of the two. An efﬁcient scheme allowing for all three
cases has been recently introduced and is termed mask-based
connectivity [20]. According to this, the connectivity of an image
given the standard 4 and 8 connection can be obtained by a second
image (the connectivity mask) that commonly results from the
application of some operator on the original. Like earlier formula-
tions, connectivity openings associated to mask-based connectivity
extract the connected components of interest and handle the
remaining structures as singleton sets. Generating singletons is a
feature that has been used to counter the leakage problem of
connected operators [6]. Leakage results from thin elongated
paths connecting different objects in an image that should be
treated individually, and is usually caused by background texture,
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groups of singleton sets though, is known under certain condi-
tions to generate problems in both ﬁltering and segmentation.
It is a condition known as the over-segmentation problem
of connected operators, and is formally presented in [21].
Over-segmentation in this sense, as opposed to the equivalent
notion in image segmentation, refers explicitly to the interpreta-
tion of certain image regions as sets of singletons. It can either be
countered by region merging methods or prevented as in [22]. In
the latter case, a second-generation connected operator was
presented to handle points previously treated as singletons, in a
regular connectivity fashion. That is, to extract path-wise
connected structures in regions outside the connectivity mask,
i.e. regions in which the same pixel has lower intensity in the
mask image compared to the original. The operator in [22]
employs a single mask image to shape the connected components,
both those bounded by the mask and those outside it. Moreover,
though not shown, families of these operators associate to a
rather restrictive connectivity scheme of limited use.
An example of over-segmentation is given in Fig. 1 where a CT
slice of the lungs is shown. To isolate and further process the sphere-
like structures observed within the lungs, a second-generation
connectivity opening with a mask given by an opening or an erosion
of the original, is sufﬁcient. This however distorts the edges heavily
as shown in Fig. 1(b), and moreover does not allow us to
automatically extract the tubular structures on which any of these
spheres is attached. That is because all thin and elongated structures
are converted to singletons as shown in Fig. 1(c).
In this paper we revise the idea of such an operator and
present a similar one, only relying on an image partition instead
of a single mask. This is through the newly presented connectivity
scheme, termed pconnectivity (Section 3) which allows further
ﬂexibility compared to mask-based second-generation connectiv-
ity. In this new framework connectivity masks are used to
represent the classes of a partition. This allows the explicit
treatment of image regions that were inaccessible with earlier
connectivity schemes. Returning to the problem of over-segmen-
tation, the new operator involving the pconnection, handles
points outside the mask as path-wise connected structures in a
similar way to that in [22]. If the mask is the result of an anti-
extensive operator such as an erosion or an opening (also called as
a contractive operator) on the original image, these remaining
structures are mostly thin elongated segments with size and
shape dependant to the structuring element (SE) used. Thus,
adjusting the SE accordingly, allows for a whole new set of object
features to be extracted. To harness this texture information we
investigate means to compute pconnected pattern spectra. Their
computation is not trivial since we will show that the speciﬁc
usage of pconnected operators does not allow for their
extension to gray-scale using the existing ﬁltering rules (Section
3.4). To address this issue, we ﬁrst formalize the Max-Tree-based
method from [9] in a mathematical statement (Section 4). This is aFig. 1. Example of over-segmentation in the study of lung diseases. The original image
and the top hat after contrast enhancement showing which structures are converted tmethod for computing granulometries and further connected
pattern spectra without iterative ﬁltering, using a tree-based
image representation structure; the Max-Tree [6]. From this we
deduce an expression for gray-scale connected pattern spectra
based on the threshold decomposition of gray-scale images.
Customizing this for our needs is done by replacing the standard
connected operator with the respective pconnected operator.
To demonstrate the potential of this new class of operators we
demonstrate on two medical images, the types of structures we
can extract and experiment with texture based classiﬁcation of
diatom images using the spectrum as a feature vector. We
compare its performance with that achieved using pattern spectra
based on standard and contraction-based second-generation
connectivities (Section 6). The results are discussed in Section 7.2. Theory
2.1. Connections and connected operators
In mathematical morphology the concept of connectivity is
deﬁned by the notion of connectivity classes [3,15]:
Deﬁnition 1. Let E be an arbitrary space. A connectivity class or
connection C is any family in PðEÞ that satisﬁes:(1)(a); t
o sin|AC and for all xAE, fxgAC,




AiAC.This means that both the empty set and singleton sets, denoted as
fxg, are connected, and any union of elements of C which have a
non-empty intersection is also connected. The members of C are
called connected sets and are element groupings of E.
Every set XDE can be written as the union of pairwise disjoint
connected sets of maximal extent, Ci. Maximality in this sense
means that given a set Ci there can be no other set Cj*Ci such that
CjDX and CjAC. A set CiDX also called a connected component
(see Fig. 2(d)) or a grain of X, given a point xACi is addressed by a
connectivity opening which is an operator deﬁned as
GxðXÞ ¼
[
fAiACjxAAi and AiDXg: ð1Þ
With all Ai containing x in their intersection, their union GxðXÞ is
also connected and furthermore, GxðXÞ ¼ | if x=2X.
Connectivity openings are algebraic openings and therefore are
anti-extensive, increasing and idempotent operators. For any set X
each property implies the following:(1) Anti-extensivity: GxðXÞDX.
(2) Increasingness: if XDY ) GxðXÞDGxðYÞ.
(3) Idempotence: GxðGxðXÞÞ ¼GxðXÞ.he connectivity mask m which is a replica of the original after an opening (b),
gletons (c).
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Fig. 2. Connected image regions—top row: original image (a); a connectivity mask by a closing on the original (b); a partition of (a) with its classes separated by the gray
line (c). Bottom row and for a point xAX, on the dragon’s head: the corresponding connected component (d); the clustering-based m-connected component (e); the
pconnected component (f).
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satisfying the set of conditions given by Serra [3] (also in [4,10]) in
the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The datum of a connectivity class C on PðEÞ is
equivalent to the family fGxjxAEg of openings on x such that:(1) every Gx is an algebraic opening,
(2) for all xAE, we have GxðXÞ ¼ fxg,
(3) for all XDE, x; yAE;GxðXÞ and GyðXÞ are equal or disjoint,
(4) for all XDE, and all xAE, we have x=2X ) GxðXÞ ¼ |.Concluding, it can be seen that connectivity openings char-
acterize uniquely the connectivity class they are associated with
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the two.2.2. Second-generation connectivity
The deﬁnition of connectivity by means of connectivity classes
allows several generalizations. Second-generation connectivity is
such an example where from a given ‘‘parent’’ class C we derive a
‘‘child’’ class given some image transformation captured by the
corresponding connectivity opening. This concept is modeled by
two types of connections, the clustering and contraction-based
connectivity classes.When clustering, disconnected components according to C
satisfying some structural criteria, most commonly the distance
separating them, are extracted as a single entity. By contrast, in a
contractive transformation object regions that fail some structural
criteria, most commonly the local width, are converted to
singletons, splitting wide object regions connected by narrow
bridges apart. The two connectivity transformations can be
combined in a single framework known as mask-based or m-
connectivity [20] in which the grains of a mask image M are used
to selectively carry out clusterings or contractions on the
connected components of the original.
A mask-based connectivity class is deﬁned as follows:
CM ¼ f|g [ S [ fADEj(xAE : ADGxðMÞg ð2Þ
and a connectivity opening from the corresponding family
fGMx ðXÞjxAEg as
GMx ðXÞ ¼
GxðMÞ \ X if xAX \M; ð3aÞ




The term S denotes the family of all singleton sets of E. The family
of operators GMx essentially ‘‘masks’’ the desired members of C to
CM by selecting all subsets of X found within the grains of M. An
important feature of the deﬁnition above is that there are no
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constraints in the ways the image domain can be connected. An
example of a clustering-based m-connected component is shown
in Fig. 2(e).
2.3. Attribute ﬁlters
The notion of a connected ﬁlter in mathematical morphology
describes a mapping c : PðEÞ!PðEÞ that is increasing and
idempotent [3,4,23]. The connectivity opening is a trivial example
and based on it we can deﬁne a number of other connected ﬁlters
that work by imposing constraints on the connected components
it returns. Constraints are commonly expressed in the form of
attribute criteria to accept or to reject connected components
based on some attribute measure. Attribute criteria L are put in
place by means of a trivial opening GL. The later is deﬁned as an
operator GL : C!C which if applied on a connected component
CAC yields C if LðCÞ is true, and | otherwise. Obviously, GLð|Þ ¼ |.
Attribute criteria are often expressed as
LðCÞ ¼ AttrðCÞZl ð4Þ
with AttrðCÞ some real-valued attribute of C, and l an attribute
threshold.
Deﬁnition 2. The binary attribute opening GL of a set X with an





An example is the area opening [24,25].
Attribute-based connected operators may also be based on
shape criteria rather than size. They are generally non-increasing
operators which are scale, rotation and translation invariant. A
shape operator that is also idempotent deﬁnes a shape ﬁlter and an
example is the attribute thinning FL [2,4]. An example of a shape
criterion is the non-compactness (also referred to as elongation)
criterion [11,13] given by
AttrðCÞ ¼ IðCÞ=A2ðCÞ; ð6Þ
in which IðCÞ is the moment of inertia and AðCÞ the area of a
component C. This attribute is equivalent to the ﬁrst moment
invariant of Hu [26].
Attribute ﬁlters can be applied on sets characterized by some
generalized notion of connectivity by replacing Gx in (5) with the
appropriate connectivity opening, e.g. in the mask-based second-
generation case by GMx from (3). For cases involving the handling
of contractions, such ﬁlters present a drawback known as over-
segmentation [21,22]. It has been shown that an attribute opening
using a contraction-based connectivity [18] reduces to performing
the standard attribute opening onM, unless the criterion has been
set such that GL is the identity operator [21]. This is summarized
into the following:
Theorem 2. The attribute opening GLM for a contraction-based
connectivity with an increasing, shift invariant criterion L is
GLMðXÞ ¼
X if LðfxgÞ is true; ð7aÞ
GLðMÞ otherwise: ð7bÞ
(
where GL is the underlying attribute opening from (5). It is evident
that if GL is not the identity operator, then all the singleton sets
generated by the connectivity opening of (3) fail the attribute
criterion hence ﬁltering X reduces to ﬁltering M instead. Over-
segmentation affects any region of X not overlapping with a grain of
M and applies equally to attribute thinnings.2.4. Granulometries and pattern spectra
Attribute ﬁlters lend themselves to a commonly used pattern
analysis tool, known as granulometry [2,6,27–29]. Size granulo-
metries have been described intuitively, as sets of sieves of
different grades, each allowing details of certain size classes to
pass [9]. More formally:
Deﬁnition 3. A binary size granulometry is a set of operators fGrg
with r from some totally ordered set R, with the following three
properties:
GrðXÞDX; ð8Þ
XDY ) GrðXÞDGrðYÞ; ð9Þ
GrðGsðXÞÞ ¼Gmaxðr;sÞðXÞ; ð10Þ
for all r; sAR.
The ﬁrst two properties state that Gr is anti-extensive and
increasing, and the third implies idempotence. This summarizes
essentially the deﬁnition of a size granulometry to an ordered set
of openings, each of which converts an image to a new image in
which features smaller than a particular size are absent.
Granulometries have been used to deﬁne pattern spectra [1]
for image analysis. A pattern spectrum is a binning tool for
connected components based on their attributes. The bins may
correspond to size or shape classes and each contains an amount
of image detail measured as a number of pixels. The image detail
is essentially the set of connected components with attribute
values that are within the range of each bin.
The pattern spectrum sGðXÞ is obtained by applying the size







where x denotes the Lebesgue measure in Rn which is simply the
area AðXÞ for n¼ 2.
Shape operators insensitive to size information are also used to
deﬁne granulometries [9]. This requires omitting the second
property of Deﬁnition 3 and instead include a condition ensuring
scale invariance as follows:
FrðtXÞ ¼ tðFrðXÞÞ; 8t40; ð12Þ
in which tX denotes scaling of set X by t. Thus a shape
granulometry consists of operators F which are anti-extensive,
idempotent and scale invariant. Furthermore, shape pattern
spectra can be deﬁned in a way analogous to size pattern
spectra [9].3. Partition-induced connections
3.1. Partitions and connections
The notion of a partition like that of a connection, describes
element groupings on E. The formal deﬁnition as given in [17] is
the following:
Deﬁnition 4. Let E be an arbitrary set. A partition P of E is a
mapping x!PðxÞ from E into PðEÞ such that(1) for all xAE : xAPðxÞ,
(2) for all x; yAE : PðxÞ ¼ PðyÞ or PðxÞ \ PðyÞ ¼ |.PðxÞ is called the class of the partition of origin x. The two
conditions indicate that classes PðxÞ occupy the whole space E and
that two distinct classes have no common point.
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do not necessarily contain elements from the foreground sets
only. Because of this, establishing a relation with a connection
requires the use of connectivity openings which naturally
separate background from foreground components [3,30].
Deﬁnition 5. Given a partition P of the space E, all the subsets of
each class PðxÞ; xAE, of the partition generate a family condition-
ally closed under union given by
Cp ¼ fA \ PðxÞ; xAE and AAPðEÞg: ð13Þ
We call Cp a partition-induced (pi) or pconnection and
the associated operators, pconnectivity openings. It follows
that for a set ADE, the connected component given by Gpx ðAÞ is
simply
Gpx ðAÞ ¼ A \ PðxÞ: ð14Þ
An example is shown in Fig. 2(f). Serra [30] concludes with the
following theorem linking the notion of a partition with that of
connection.
Theorem 3. Let Cp be a connection on PðEÞ associated to the family
of connectivity openings fGpx jxAEg. For each set ADE the con-
nectivity openings fGpx jxAEg subdivide A according to the largest
possible partition into members of Cp. This operation is increasing in
that if ADA0, then any connected component of A is upper-bounded
by a connected component of A0.
An example is shown in Fig. 2(c) and (f), where the partition on
the original image X controls the connected components of Cp.
3.2. Countering over-segmentation with pconnections
The connectivity openings associated to contraction-based or
mask-based second-generation connections return singleton sets
that account for foreground elements of the original set X that
correspond to the background in the connectivity mask M or cðXÞ
(where c typically an erosion or an opening). Attribute ﬁlters
based on such connectivity openings yield over-segmented sets as
discussed in Section 2.3 and furthermore disregard structural
information from objects in regions given by X\M. In this section,
aided by the concept of partitions, we introduce a connectivity
opening that addresses elements in these regions as connected
components thus allowing meaningful attributes to be assigned to
them and to process them further. This prevents over-segmenta-
tion at the operator level independent of the mask image.
Consider a partition of E such that given any arbitrary set ADE,
its classes are given by
PAðxÞ ¼
GxðAÞ if xAA; ð15aÞ
fxg otherwise: ð15bÞ
(
The proof that PA is a valid partition is trivial. Given a mask image
M resulting form some operator applied on X, substituting PMðxÞ
in (14) yields
Gpx ðXÞ ¼ X \ PMðxÞ
¼
GxðMÞ \ X if xAX \M; ð16aÞ




This is the mask-based connectivity opening discussed in Section
2.2, derived in a far simpler way than in [20]. The objective is to
replace the term returning singleton sets with a more speciﬁc
function to extract components in X\M.
Proposition 1. Let C be a connection of E associated with the family
fGxjxAEg of connectivity openings. The mapping of x!PXMðxÞ from Eto PðEÞ is a partition whose classes are given by
PXMðxÞ ¼
PMðxÞ if xAM; ð17aÞ
PX\MðxÞ otherwise: ð17bÞ
(










































Substituting (15) with the appropriate subscript we get[
xAX\M




for the ﬁrst, and[
x=2X[M
GxðMcÞ \ fxg ¼
[
x=2X[M
fxg ¼ E\ðX [MÞ
for the second subcase. Summarizing, (18) yields[
xAE
PXMðxÞ ¼ ðX\MÞ [M [ ðE\ðX [MÞÞ ¼ E: ð20Þ
For the last part of the proof we are required to show that the
classes of the partition PXM are equal or disjoint; that is for any two
points of origin x; yAE ) PXMðxÞ ¼ PXMðyÞ or PXMðxÞ \ PXMðyÞ ¼ |. We
identify the following three cases:(1) if x; yAM then PXMðxÞ ¼ PMðxÞ and PXMðyÞ ¼ PMðyÞ which are
either disjoint or equal because PM is a partition,(2) if xAM and y=2M then PXMðxÞDM and PXMðyÞDðE\MÞ, and
PXMðxÞ \ PXMðyÞ ¼ |.(3) if x; y=2M then PXMðxÞ ¼ PX\MðxÞ and PXMðyÞ ¼ PX\MðyÞ which are
either disjoint or equal because PX\M is a partition.Thus, in all cases the we have equal or disjoint sets concluding
that PXM is a valid partition. This yields a partition-induced
connection in the form of (13) with connectivity openings given
by Gpx ðXÞ ¼ X \ PXMðxÞ or more explicitly:
Gpx ðXÞ ¼
GxðMÞ \ X if xAX \M; ð21aÞ




The classes of PXM can also be set to occupy coarser regions. An
example is by setting PXMðxÞ ¼ PE\MðxÞ; 8x=2M in which the corre-
sponding connectivity opening returns a cluster of all regions in
X\M. Furthermore, since there are no constraints as to what the
partitions should be in relation to the original image or how
should they be computed, any set of masks can be used. In the
case of a single mask this means that the condition MDX is not
essential. If there are mask regions with higher intensity
compared to the original image, then local clusters are extracted
according to (21b). For the purposes of the current work, however,
we employ the partition PXM as is deﬁned in (17). This means a
single mask which is a subset of the original image for regions in
X \M and a second image computed as X\M for all the remaining
structures. More explicitly, in all our experiments we use a mask
that is the result of an opening on the original image. &
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Attribute ﬁlters making use of contraction-based,
pconnectivity as opposed to m-connectivity openings, i.e. both
parameterized with masks MDX, have the advantage of dealing
with meaningful structures in regions given by X\M. These
structures are usually thin elongated segments like the ﬁlamen-
tous protrusions of the binary neuron image of Fig. 3(a). The mask
in this example, shown in (b), is created from an anti-extensive
opening with a disc structuring element on (a). The aforemen-
tioned structures are shown explicitly in (c). A non-compactness
ﬁlter based on (3) would remove all pixels in these regions, seen
as ‘‘leaking’’ paths, unless it is set to be the identity operator. Fig.
3(d) shows the result of this ﬁlter for l¼ 1:2Fboth the disc-like
neuron soma and all singletons are removed. Operating the same
attribute thinning, on the connected components given by (21)
instead, removes compact structures and allows the extraction of
the dendrites from the soma. Fig. 3(e) and (f) shows that for l¼ 5
and 9, respectively. That is, together with preventing the over-
segmentation of sets, the connectivity opening in (21) can extract
image structures previously inaccessible for further processing.
The effects of over-segmentation on similar examples with
gray-scale images are demonstrated in Fig. 1 and in [22]. Thin/
small structures that appear at higher gray levels often contribute
to the object sharpness thus removing them causes severe
blurring and edge distortion. Extending pconnected attribute
ﬁlters to gray-scale is not trivial and the problem remains to be
solved. Despite the limitations discussed next, pconnectivity
openings/ﬁlters ﬁnd use in pattern analysis of gray-scale images
and provide richer spectra when compared to contraction/mask-
based connectivity openings. Note that binary granulometries
based on pconnectivity openings or other binary attribute ﬁlters
relying on them can be trivially deﬁned since the operator
properties conﬁrmed in the previous subsection and veriﬁed in
[22], conform with Deﬁnition 3 [9].3.4. Gray-scale limitations
Connected operators extend to gray-scale quite readily [2,6]. A
requirement, however, is that for threshold sets at each gray level
either the same connectivity class is used or that the connectivity
classes form a connectivity pyramid [20]. For anti-extensive ﬁltersFig. 3. Attribute thinning of neurons—top row: original image X (a); the mask imag
compactness ﬁlter in M (d), in X\M with l¼ 5 (e) and with l¼ 9 (f).this means that the connectivity class used at level h is a subset of
that at any level h0oh, which guarantees that any connected
component of level h is also a connected set at level h0. This
property is violated by the pconnectivity opening that we
propose. An example is shown in the schematic of Fig. 4 where
given a gray-scale image f shown in (a), and a connectivity mask
m shown in (b) such that mo f , the operator handling regions in
Thðf Þ\ThðmÞ (shown in (c)) extracts connected components which
are not nested along the intensity range H.
The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows three images (d)–(f); the
decompositions of f from h0 to h2 under standard, contraction-
based m- and pconnectivity, respectively. The last case
shows clearly that although the squares which are the non-
singleton components according to m-connectivity, are nested
appropriately, the bridging regions of (c) which are missing from
the connectivity mask, violate this nesting property and as such
GxðTh2 ðf ÞÞ\GxðTh2 ðmÞÞJGxðTh1 ðf ÞÞ\GxðTh1 ðmÞÞ ð22Þ
for h1oh2. The shadowed areas in the middle plane point the two
regions which generate this nesting conﬂict. This lack of nesting
prevents building Max-Trees [6] of connected components of
threshold sets at all gray levels. Instead, a more general graph,
allowing multiple parents would be needed. More on Max-Trees
and their signiﬁcance in image ﬁltering and pattern-spectrum
computation are discussed in the next section.4. Gray-scale pattern analysis
4.1. Gray-scale pattern spectra using Max-Trees
Existing methods for computing connected pattern spectra for
a gray-scale images require that the corresponding granulome-
tries extend to gray-scale [2,9,29]. Under this condition, the gray-
scale pattern spectrum is given by replacing the Lebesgue
measure with the integral of f (sum of the gray levels) over the
image domain. In the discrete case, like with binary images,
computing sgr ðf Þ requires a repetitive ﬁltering by each gr , in
ascending order of r. At each ﬁlter step the sum of gray-levels sr of
the resulting image is computed and the pattern spectrum value
at r is given by subtracting sr from sr , with r the scale
immediately preceding r. In the case of pconnectivity, however,
the lack of a direct gray-scale extension prevents repetitivee M (b); the image structures in X\M (c). Bottom row—the results of the non-
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Fig. 4. Gray-scale decompositions—top row: the original 3-level image f (a); the mask image m by a structural opening with a square SE (b); the superposition of sets in
Thðf Þ\ThðmÞ for all h (c). Bottom row: the decomposition of (a) based on standard connectivity (d), on contraction-based m-connectivity (e) and on contraction-based
pconnectivity (f). The hatched regions of Thðf Þ on the middle level of (f) demonstrate why threshold superimposition is not possible; the decomposition is not increasing.
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based on pconnected operators we look into methods that do
not require ﬁltering. Urbach et al. used such methods [9] based on
connected operators and Max-Trees.
The Max-Tree [6] is a rooted, unidirected tree in which the
node hierarchy corresponds to the nesting of peak components
given a gray-scale image. A peak component Ph at level h is a
connected component of the thresholded image Thðf Þ while a ﬂat-
zone [5] at level h is a set containing all the pixels of a peak
component which are at level h in f. Each tree node Ckh (k is the
node index) contains the sum of the pixels found in all the ﬂat-
zones of a given peak component at level h. In addition each node




root node is deﬁned at the minimum level hmin and contains the
set of pixels belonging to the background. The algorithm, used
primarily for anti-extensive attribute ﬁltering, runs a three-stage
process in which the construction of the tree and the computation
of node attributes is independent of ﬁltering and image restitu-
tion. During the construction stage every pixel visited contributes
to the auxiliary data buffer associated to the node it belongs to.
Once a node is ﬁnalized, its parent inherits these data and re-
computes its attribute. Inheritance in the case of attributes such
as area/volume is a simple addition while for more complicated
attributes such as the non-compactness measure of (6) the
accumulation relies on more sophisticated attribute handling
functions described in [9,20]. An example of a simple Max-Tree
structure is shown in Fig. 5.
Computing the pattern spectrum using Max-Trees becomes
essentially an accumulation procedure. The method scans the tree
structure by visiting all nodes from hmin to hmax and retrieves the
attribute measures of the corresponding peak components. Using
some binning function (see next subsection) this measure is usedto place the corresponding peak component to the appropriate
spectral entry. The contribution of each peak component is given
by the product of its area with the gray-scale difference from its
parent. Each peak component belonging to a given class updates
the class energy counter by accumulating its product to the
existing value. We conclude Urbach’s method to the following
statement:











where Dhk is the gray-scale difference between the k th node at
level h and its parent, and Bin the binning function. If we wish to
compute the same sums on a level basis instead of using the Max-
Tree dynamics given by the term Dhk, the same expression
reduces to








That is, for every level accumulate the area of all peak components
whose attributes fall within the bounds of class u. Since
pconnected operators are limited to binary sets only, using this
formula we can compute a maximum of H  1 Max-Trees, one for
each binary image from the threshold decomposition of f. This is
for structures in Thðf Þ\ThðmÞ since the spectrum entries for stable
components in ThðmÞ are computed using (23). For each threshold
set at level h (24) becomes







Fig. 5. An example of a Max-Tree representation of the simple four-level image on the left. The two peak components at h1 and h2 of the left root-path, contain one ﬂat-
zone each which is the outer ring in each case.
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Multi-dimensional spectra have been used before to sort
connected components based on several attribute measures [9].
For the purposes of this work we consider a joint 2D shape-size
pattern spectrum that features the non-compactness attribute of
(6). The method we present for its computation relies on the Max-
Tree structure whose corresponding connected components are
computed based on the contraction-based pconnectivity open-
ing of (3). The procedure is summarized in the following:
Algorithm 1. Computing 2D shape-size binned pattern spectrum
s using the Max-Tree for a contraction-based pconnectivity with
Na shape and Nb size classes.(1) Mask generation: Compute the opening transform of the input
image for a given SE.(2) Stable components: Compute the Max-Tree of the gray-scale
mask image.(3) Auxiliary data: As the Max-Tree is built, compute the area
AðPkhÞ and the moments of inertia IðPkhÞ corresponding to each
peak component Pkh.(4) Spectrum initialization: Set the Na  Nb elements of the
spectrum array S to zero.(5) Spectrum update: For each node Ckh:
 Compute the size class r from the area AðPkhÞ.
 Compute the shape class s from IðPkhÞ=A2ðPkhÞ.
 Compute the gray-level difference Dhk between the
current node and its parent.
 Add the product of Dhk and AðPkhÞ to S½r; s.
(6) Non-stable components: For all gray levels threshold both f
and m and compute the binary mask-complement image. For
each binary image:
 Compute the binary Max-Tree.
 Compute the auxiliary data and size/shape classes as
above.
 For each node of the tree update the spectrum as above.The term stable components in the above algorithm refers to
connected components in regions within the mask. By contrast,
unstable components are those in regions Thðf Þ\ThðmÞ.
In this algorithm if we were to compute a pattern spectrum
based on contraction-based m-connectivity openings, there arecertain simpliﬁcations which can boost its performance. Since
m-connected operators are used to construct gray-scale granulo-
metries the need to threshold f and m would no longer exist. In
fact, using the Dual-Input Max-Tree algorithm from [20] in step 2
would be sufﬁcient for skipping step 6. In practice, however, since
singleton sets, just like noise, do not contribute particularly
valuable information, it is usually sufﬁcient to compute the Max-
Tree of the mask image only.
Connected components are mapped into bins or classes based
on their attribute values. Each bin covers a range of values which
is speciﬁed during the spectrum initialization. The mapper is a
heuristic function and for the needs of our experiments we used
the one presented in [9]. According to this, a component with an
attribute value v is mapped into a class c given by





where b  c denotes the ﬂoor function, Nc the number of classes,
and D0 and D1 the lower and upper bounds of the range of interest
of the attribute values.5. Examples of p connected feature extraction
The three different types of connectivity discussed in this paper,
the standard, mask-based second-generation and pconnectivity,
partition any given image in ways that can either be totally
different to each other even if using the samemask, or equivalent if
the mask image equals the original. Using a mask image that is
a subset of the original, i.e. dealing with a contraction-based
m-connectivity, was shown to be responsible for the over-
segmentation problem due to the lack of control in generating
singleton sets. The pconnectivity opening of (21) prevents this, as
was discussed in Section 3.2, and moreover allows the explicit
handling of subregions of connected components according to
standard connectivity, that were previously inaccessible.
The ﬁrst two experiments that follow demonstrate this feature by
extracting thin elongated structures that account for object regions
outside the mask. Computing the p vs. the standard connected
pattern spectrum and displaying the contents of selected bins, shows
that in the case of pconnectivity a whole new set of features can be
computed that allows for more detailed measurements on binary
medical images. These features are mostly measured manually or
simply estimated in everyday medical practice. An example is the
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distance between two manually selected points is often seen as the
most reliable estimate. The extracted structures are highlighted
(white) and superimposed over the darkened binary counterpart of
the original image, for better localization.
The third experiment compares p vs. m-connected pattern
spectra to show how the over-segmentation associated to
connected operators is suppressed. In all three cases we compute
a 2D pattern spectrum that is 15 15 in size, with the x-axis
accounting for values of the non-compactness attribute and the
y-axis for values of the size attribute. Binning is done using the
logarithmic mapper of (26).
The ﬁrst case shows an axial CT slice of a patient’s head, in
which a large aneurysm is present, Fig. 6(a). The study of an
aneurysm prior to its surgical treatment aims at estimating
its size and the size of the vessel on which it appears, and at
checking whether it is located at a vessel junction or not.Fig. 6. CT scan showing a cranial aneurysm. Top row: original image (a); pattern spe
row—features based on standard connectivity: binð6;12Þ (d), binð11;14Þ (e)
binsð6;13Þ; ð4;10Þ; ð7;11Þ; ð9;13Þ (g), binð0;11Þ (h) and binsð11;8Þ; ð12;9Þ; ð13;9Þ; ð14;11ÞComputing these information requires that the aneurysm is
handled separately from the vessels and other structures, i.e. as
is the case with a pconnected pattern spectrum (Fig. 6(c)). To
show the practical differences with a standard-connected pattern
spectrum (Fig. 6(c)) we run a comparison in which we aim at
three different types of structures; the skull, the aneurysm and
the vessels. Images (d)–(f), in the middle row of Fig. 6, and (g)–(i)
in the bottom row, show these structures by selecting one or more
bins from the standard and pconnected pattern spectrum,
respectively.
The second case, shown in Fig. 7(a), is of a patient suffering
from pulmonary ﬁbrosis. The evolution and/or treatment progress
of this disease is evaluated from the inspection of regularly
acquired CT scans. The procedure involves the measurement of
certain key attributes on the ﬁlamentous tissue running across
the pulmonary walls. The features of most interest are the length
and width of the various segments. The use of pattern spectractrum of (a) based on standard connectivity (b) and pconnectivity (c). Middle
and bin ð14;10Þ (f). Bottom row—features based on pconnectivity:
and ð14;9Þ (i).
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Fig. 7. Pulmonary ﬁbrosis. Original image (a); the pattern spectrum of (a) based on standard (b) and p connectivity (c), respectively. Middle row—features based on
standard connectivity: binð7;14Þ (d), binð11;8Þ (e) and binð14;7Þ (f). Bottom row—features based on pconnectivity: binð7;14Þ (g), binð3;8Þ; ð5;6Þð6;7Þð8;5Þ (h) and
binsð9;7Þð10;8Þð11;6Þð11;7Þð12;6Þð13;5Þð14;7Þ (i).
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information of little use since most of these ﬁlamentous
segments are interconnected between them and to the main
body. The middle row of Fig. 7(d)–(f) shows three dominant
connected components containing much of the image energy. It
can be seen that a large fraction of these segments are extracted
as a single object in (d). By contrast, employing a pconnection
with a mask given by an anti-extensive opening on the original
image, allows the fragmentation of this tissue into smaller
individual segments that give a richer pattern spectrum as
shown in Fig. 7(c). The bottom row of Fig. 7 shows the main
body handled separately in (g) and components from various bin
groupings (h)–(i).
The last experiment shows the effects of three different types
of connectivity on the computation of connected pattern spectra.
The pattern spectrum of a gray-scale image of a diatom (more
on diatoms in Section 6) is computed based on standard, contrac-
tion-based second-generation m-connectivity, and based on
pconnectivity. For the last two cases we use the same mask image
m which is the result of an anti-extensive opening on the original.
The redistribution of image power as a function of the SE radius is
monitored for four different radii. Images in Fig. 8(a) and (b) show
the original image and the structures corresponding to the bin(3,14)
of the pattern spectrum based on standard connectivity in (c).
The top row of Fig. 9 shows the pattern spectra based on m-
connectivity for masks computed with SE radii from 3 to 9,
incremented by 2 in each case. The bottom row shows the
equivalent pattern spectra based on pconnectivity.This experiment shows clearly the effect of over-segmentation
in m-connected pattern spectra where the very ﬁrst bin in each
case (binð0;0ÞFaccounting mostly for singletons and noise) is
saturated while texture information is poorly represented. As the
radius of the SE increases the spectrum becomes poorer since
more structures are converted to sets of singletons, contributing
to the very ﬁrst bin alone. By contrast, in the case of pconnected
spectra, we observe that binð0;0Þ is approximately equivalent in
contribution to that in the standard connected spectrum. More-
over, as the radius increases, more structures are fragmented and
the spectrum becomes richer.6. Diatom identiﬁcation experiments
The experiments described in this section aim at highlighting the
signiﬁcance of structures discarded by contraction-based m-connec-
tivity openings. We chose a diatom image classiﬁcation problem for
this purpose using the pconnected pattern spectra of the image set
as feature vectors. Similar experiments were conducted in the past
using pattern spectra based on standard connected operators [31].We
follow similar procedures to allow comparisons between the two
methods and report on the overall classiﬁcation performance.
6.1. The ADIAC diatom image database
Diatoms are a large and ecologically important group of
unicellular or colonial algae which are found in almost all aquatic
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Fig. 8. Pattern spectrum of a diatom image based on standard connectivity. The original image (a); the structures corresponding to the binð3;14Þ (b) and the pattern
spectrum (c). In the pattern spectrum the origin is in the top, left hand corner, the logarithm of the area runs along the vertical axis, the logarithm of the non-compactness
along the horizontal, both according to (26).
Fig. 9. Diatom image pattern spectra, using the same binning as in Fig. 8(c). Top row shows the pattern spectrum based on m-connectivity for four different mask images
described in the text. The bottom row shows the corresponding pconnected pattern spectra using the same masks. Note how in the top row image content is shifted to
the bin at the origin, which corresponds to singletons.
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and together with the pattern of pores (internal valve texture also
called ornamentation) and other valve markings, provide the
information needed for species or taxa identiﬁcation.
The experiments that follow make use of two sets of diatom
images obtained from the publicly available ADIAC database
which can be found at http://www.ualg.pt/adiac/pubdat/pubdat.
html. The ﬁrst set referred to as mixed genera consists of 781
images representing 37 distinct taxa, and the second, the
Sellaphora pupula, of 120 images from six different subspecies of
Sellaphora. For both sets each taxa or subspecies is represented by
at least 20 images. Moreover, for each of the 8-bit gray-scale
images a contour ﬁle is given to mask out regions outside the
diatom valve. Acquisition and preprocessing methods as well as
image features and other details are available in [31].6.2. Experimental methods and parametrization
For each of the two image data-sets we replicate the experi-
mental procedure followed by Urbach et al. [9] only instead of
computing connected pattern spectra based on the standard
connectivity, we experiment with m and pconnectivities. We
compute the respective spectra for connectivity openings with ﬁve
different sizes of circular structuring elements starting from radius
3 until 11 incremented each time by 2 pixels. Prior to each run, we
compute the bin extrema D0 and D1 for each of the two classes as
in (26). The values are obtained by a scan through the entire image
database. The entries of the size class are scaled with the pixel
width associated with each image and so are the extrema.
In each experiment we produce a feature vector of 600
elements. The ﬁrst 300 correspond to processes on the original
image and the remaining 300 on the inverted copy. This is done to
capture information from both bright and dark patterns in the
images. Each set of 300 elements corresponds to a 2D matrixmapped in a lexicographic order to a 1D vector. For each matrix,
x-dim. always refers to the non-compactness attribute and y-dim.
to the size attribute. The 600-long vector is a concatenation of two
such vectors and is complemented by some additional informa-
tion to meet the classiﬁer’s input speciﬁcations.
6.3. The C4.5 decision tree classiﬁer
To carry out meaningful comparisons we employed the same
decision tree classiﬁer built with the C4.5 algorithm as in [9,31]. To
compensate for classiﬁer instabilities using a single decision
tree, we use bootstrap aggregation or bagging with the same
procedure reported in [9]. Brieﬂy this can be summarized into the
following. Firstly, for each image database we divide the total
number of images into two subsets, the training and the test set.
The latter one contains roughly 25% of the total images per class. To
generate the decision tree forest, we select randomly a number of
images from the training set which we group into 25 smaller
subsets. A single decision tree is built for each set separately, a
process which is known as bootstrapping. An accuracy measure
described in [9] is then used to evaluate each of the decision trees
followed by a majority vote on their outcome (aggregation). We
repeat this procedure over 10 times on newly created training
sets and obtain the overall classiﬁcation performance by averaging
the individual outputs. An error estimate is computed using
cross-validation.
6.4. Experiments
The ﬁrst experiment trains the classiﬁer using pconnected
pattern spectra. We run the same experiment with six different
spectral arrangements. That is, we used three sets of extrema and
two different spectral layouts, i.e. 15 20 and 20 15. The sets of
extrema are the ones provided by Urbach et al., the absolute
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which are the same as the absolute only excluding small particles
by multiplying D0 of the size class by 3. Table 1 lists Urbach’s
extrema which are given for the mixed genera data-set only and
the set of absolute extrema that we have computed. Note that in
Urbach’s experiments D0 for the size class is also multiplied by 3
to reduce the effects of noise.
The highest performance in all scales for both image data-sets
was achieved using the extended extrema, i.e., excluding
singletons which over-ﬂood the ﬁrst bin of the spectrum. To
avoid this in the second experiment where we train the classiﬁer
with m-connected pattern spectra, we compute ordinary Max-
Trees from the gray-scale connectivity masks associated to each
input image. This essentially discards the middle term of (3) and
resolves the over-ﬂood issue. The classiﬁcation performances for
both image data-sets together with the error estimates are listed
in Tables 2 and 3. We mark with bold numbers the best result in
each case. We observe that the best classiﬁcation performance is
given for a 20 15 spectral layout in both data-sets and for
relatively small radii of the structuring elements used.Table 1
Pattern spectrum extrema for both image data-sets.
SE radius Mixed genera
Size Shape
D0 D1 D0 D1
3–9 0.000983 2050.0 1.0 446.68
11 0.000983 2050.0 1.0 395.907
Urbach 0.003 7198 1.0 328.1
Sellaphora pupula
3–11 0.0025 325.731 1.0 153.963
Table 2
Classiﬁcation performance for the mixed genera data-set.
SE radius pconnectivity
20  15 15  20
m ð%Þ s m ð%Þ s
3 88.47 3.79 89.20 4.47
5 90.70 2.71 87.70 3.10
7 90.64 5.02 90.05 4.52
9 89.89 3.82 89.35 3.10
11 89.45 4.41 89.79 3.47
By comparison: 4-connectivity used by Urbach et al. yields 91:171:6% performance u
Table 3
Classiﬁcation performance for the Sellaphora pupula data-set.
SE radius pconnectivity
20  15 15  20
m ð%Þ s m ð%Þ s
3 83.00 1.37 76.33 1.97
5 78.66 1.28 75.00 1.80
7 77.00 2.16 79.33 2.03
9 73.66 2.10 71.00 1.34
11 69.33 1.72 75.33 1.85
By comparison: 4-connectivity used by Urbach et al. yields 78:0072:14% performance6.5. Performance optimization using combined methods
The second of the two morphological based methods for diatom
feature extraction reported in [31] uses contour analysis by
morphological curvature scale spaces [32–34]. We use this in
combination with the pconnected pattern spectra presented in
this paper and the method of Urbach et al. [9] to optimize the
classiﬁcation performance in the case of the mixed genera data-set.
Urbach’s method which processes comparatively larger struc-
tures on the diatom valves achieves a classiﬁcation accuracy of
91.1% in a 15 20 spectral layout. Using the pconnected pattern
spectrum alone, we fail to raise this ﬁgure further while a small
improvement appears (91.46%) if concatenating the two vectors,
the original by Urbach and ours, into a 1200-long new one. The
increase is limited most probably due to feature correlations
which degrade the classiﬁer’s stability (error estimate is 5.49%).
To reduce this, we create for each image a 600-long vector made
of the average values between the respective members of the ﬁve
feature vectors (one for each scale). We subtract each new
member from the corresponding member in Urbach’s feature
vector and concatenate the resulting vector with Urbach’s
original. Note that in order to compute an average vector, the
binning and spectral layout for each scale must be the same. As
such we do not use our optimal setup but instead the results
obtained using Urbach’s spectral extrema for a 15 20 layout.
Using this new set of feature vectors (referred to as combined
spectra) the classiﬁer achieves a prediction accuracy of 92.92%
with a slightly reduced error estimate of 3.61%.
A look through the individual connected components asso-
ciated to different spectral bins reveals that contour structures are
poorly represented in both pattern spectrum-based methods. To
account for fragmentations and incomplete boundaries we
employ the method of Jalba et al. [33,34]. For each image this
contour-based method yields a 66-long vector. Concatenating
our vector of the combined spectra with Jalba’s we raise the
classiﬁer’s prediction rate to 95.18% with a considerably lowerSE radius m-connectivity
20 15 15  20
m ð%Þ s m ð%Þ s
3 88.37 3.82 88.27 3.63
5 86.86 3.16 86.16 4.88
7 84.75 6.21 85.08 6.68
9 82.38 5.18 84.00 5.21
11 81.02 4.48 82.64 7.62
sing 15 20 binning.
SE radius m-connectivity
20 15 15  20
m ð%Þ s m ð%Þ s
3 75.00 2.61 71.66 1.91
5 69.66 1.57 70.00 2.68
7 66.33 2.11 69.66 2.07
9 69.66 2.07 66.00 3.34
11 63.33 2.23 69.33 2.13
using 15 20 binning.
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vector in the combined spectra we use the best performing vector
with Urbach’s extrema and in a 15 20 layout and concatenate
this with Jalba’s vector this ﬁgure raises slightly further to 95.78%
at the expense of an increased s of 2.52%. This small increase in
the error estimate is expected since in the ﬁrst case the average
vector ensures better stability. The signiﬁcance of contour
information can also be seen if combined with each of the two
spectral-based methods separately. A summary of these results
and the best classiﬁcation rates achieved using combinations of
other not-necessarily morphological methods is given in Table 4.7. Discussion of results
In the ﬁrst set of experiments we train the classiﬁer with
pconnected pattern spectra. We see that in the case of the mixed
genera data-set, we obtain a rather stable performance through-
out the ﬁve scales and for both types of spectral layouts. This is
due to differences in ornamentation between diatom species
which result in fragmentations at different scales. Having a
limited subset of diatoms affected by this operation at a given
scale, the method fails to contribute in improving further the
classiﬁcation accuracy. The success rate of the classiﬁer, however,
compares with that obtained using Urbach’s method.
By contrast, in the case of the Sellaphora pupula data-set where
different subspecies differ little in ornamentation, we see majorFig. 10. Difference in classiﬁcation performance when training t
Table 4
Classiﬁcation performances on the mixed genera data-set using combinations of
feature extraction methods.
Methods Clas. performance
m ð%Þ s Vector size
pConn: pattern sp. alone 90.7 2.71 600
Std. conn. pattern sp. alone 91.1 1.6 600
Std. pattern sp. and pconn: pattern sp. 91.46 5.49 1200
Combined spectra 92.92 3.61 1200
Std. pattern sp. and contours 93.94 3.5 666
pConn: pattern sp. and contours 94.05 3.12 666
Combined spectra and contours 95.78 2.52 1266
All methods from [31] 96.9 1.2 329
Same with robust features only 95.5 1.5 17
The term and above indicates concatenation of vectors.variations in classiﬁcation accuracy as the scale changes. Notably,
the larger the radius of the structuring element used further the
drop in success rate. This suggests that for the speciﬁc species the
fragmentation which occurs at the ﬁrst scale separates thin
elongated features from larger structures providing a more
accurate characterization of the ornamentation. This when
compared with Urbach’s method run on the entire data-set as
opposed to a limited subset reported in [31], yields a gain of 5% in
success rate.
Both data-sets show preference in higher bin resolution for the
non-compactness attribute. This suggests that the fragmentation
of the diatom ornamentation contributes more to shape rather
than to size information.
The second set of experiments makes use of m-connected
pattern spectra. The observation of classiﬁer instabilities when
including large numbers of singletons at the very ﬁrst bin of the
2D spectrum led to their exclusion. This essentially reduces to
computing the standard connected pattern spectrum on the
contracted connectivity masks. In both data-sets we see a
progressive decline in classiﬁcation success as the size of the
structuring element increases. This is expected due to the
incremental loss of information. It is remarkable though that
even for considerably large structuring elements (diameter of 23
pixels) this spectrum based method remains robust and yields a
classiﬁcation success which outperforms many of the other
methods reported in [31]. For small values of SE radius much of
the noise in the mask which is computed with a structural
opening on the original image, is suppressed. As such the
classiﬁcation performance remains high and the feature extrac-
tion process essentially becomes equivalent to Urbach’s method
running on smoothed images.
The graphs in Fig. 10 illustrate how the difference between
classiﬁcation success rates using p vs. m-connected spectra
changes over scale for each data-set.
As can bee seen in Table 2, in the case of the mixed genera, the
very small difference recorded in the ﬁrst scale for the 20 15
layout suggests that the inﬂuence of ornament fragmentation
there is minimal. Since in all methods we discard singletons and
small objects with area up to 3 pixels, most of the structures in
each X\M must be within this size range. The classiﬁcation
difference which appears as an increasing function of scale is
upper bounded by a SE radius value above which each M¼ | and
consequently X\M¼ X. For the Sellaphora pupula set this function
is not increasing since for certain SE radii there can be common
features between the subspecies that when removed or detachedhe classiﬁer with p and m-connected pattern spectra (left).
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distinctive descriptors to the classiﬁer. We see such an example
for the SE radius 9 in the right graph of Table 3. The function,
however, is upper bounded in the same way as with the ﬁrst
case. Concluding on this comparison, we see that the connected
pattern spectra method using contracted masks, when based on
pconnectivity outperforms the equivalent based on m-connec-
tivity under all types of spectral conﬁgurations. This holds for
both data-sets.
The last set of experiments targets the performance optimiza-
tion using a combination of the two spectral-based methods
together with features obtained by contour analysis using
morphological curvature scale spaces [33,34]. Using the two
spectral methods in a way described in the previous section to
minimize the feature correlations yields a small performance gain
of 1.82%. Note that a number of other methods were tried such as
multi-scale and weighted multi-scale sums but none of them
succeeded in overcoming Urbach’s result of 91.1%. This suggests
that texture based information, although considered the best
feature descriptors from the comparison in [31], can reach a
certain limit in multi-species classiﬁcation success beyond which
further features and of different nature are required. The
morphological method of Jalba et al. [34] focuses on contour
information instead of the diatom ornamentation and when used
separately it reaches a classiﬁcation success rate of up to 91.3%
with s¼ 5:0% The contour descriptors complement the combined
spectrum-based method and as such reduce the error estimate
while boosting the overall performance to 95.2%. This is compar-
able to the best performance reported in [31] by using all 17
methods which were available for this purpose.8. Conclusions
In this paper, starting from Serra’s work on image partitions
[30] we have presented a new type of connection, the
pconnectivity class aided by connectivity masks, which can be
used in ways analogous to second-generation connectivity. The
steps we use in our proof for establishing the pconnection
provide an alternative way to prove the validity of themask-based
connectivity [20] and are applicable in establishing other types of
connections trivially.
The strength of pconnected operators is in contraction based
problems where the handling of path-wise connected regions
otherwise treated as singletons, allows the assignment of mean-
ingful attributes and thus further processing. This in part resolves
the problem of over-segmentation [22,21], but due to limitations
in extending pconnected operators to gray scale, developing
efﬁcient attribute ﬁlters remains a topic for further research. The
same limitations prevent the introduction of gray-scale granulo-
metries and therefore connected pattern spectra deﬁned in the
conventional way. Using the method from [9] we have introduced
pseudo-pattern spectra and showed that these can be adopted
trivially to compute a gray-scale spectrum based on pconnected
operators. A brute-force algorithm is also given.
Classiﬁcation experiments on two diatom image data-sets
showed that the use of pattern spectra associated to contraction-
based pconnected operators as feature vectors outperforms their
counterparts associated to contraction-based m-connected opera-
tors. Comparisons were also made with spectra associated to
standard connected operators. The results in the case of the
Sellaphora pupula data-set indicate that the fragmentation of
ornament structures enhances the differentiation between subspe-
cies of the same family and yields higher classiﬁcation success rate.
Comparing the classiﬁcation performance of this method on
Sellaphora pupula with other methods reported in literature weachieve a similar rate to the best reported which again uses pattern
spectra only based on the standard connectivity. This suggests that
the spectral methods alone are limited. Combining the twomethods
and adding contour descriptors, however, yields a success rate
comparable to the one based on all methods combined (reported in
[31]). The obvious advantages in this case is the far smaller number
of methods needed to reach this rate and not having the need of
manually selecting the best performing features.
In future work we expect to increase these ﬁgures further by
using different classiﬁers while resolving further feature correla-
tions that can reduce the size of the feature vectors used. In
addition, further work can be done in deriving appropriate
ﬁltering rules to extend the pconnected operators to gray-scale
directly and thus implement more efﬁcient algorithms for both
ﬁltering and pattern spectra.Acknowledgement
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